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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses consumer trust in organic food in order to find out which aspects increase and decrease trust and which trust expectations consumers have. The aim is to strengthen consumer trust on the basis of the findings and to develop trust-building measures. To this end, ten focus groups with German consumers were conducted online in February 2021 and evaluated using content analysis. The results show that there is a predominant lack of trust in organic food. This is based in particular on the fact that organic production is often doubted and there are from the consumer’s point of view too many organic labels. This can be attributed not only to a lack of knowledge on the part of consumers, but also to a lack of transparency within the organic sector and in relation to organic food. Results from the consumer’s point of view show that the possibility of control, information and transparency are relevant for trust in organic food and the development of knowledge about organic food can positively influence this trust.
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1 Introduction and background

After the USA, Germany is the country with the second largest market for organic food worldwide and thus the country with the largest market in Europe (Schlatter et al., 2020). Even though sales of organic food in Germany continue to rise (Statista, 2021), Germany ranks only seventh in terms of per capita consumption in Europe (Schlatter et al., 2020).

Several reasons for this relatively low per capita consumption are discussed in literature: Most of all higher prices are discussed but also a lack of information, a lack of transparency or a lack of trust in organic food (cf. e.g. Terlau and Hirsch, 2015).

Trust in organic food is a decisive factor for consumers to make a positive purchase decision in favour of this kind of food (e.g. Ayyub et al., 2018). However, they are often prevented from trusting by knowing too little about the meaning of the various organic labels, doubts about organic production, doubts about the labelling or certification or a lack of knowledge (for a detailed overview see Kushwah et al., 2019). In a previous study, Di Guida et al. (2021) also pointed out that especially the knowledge deficit of consumers is associated with their trust deficit and therefore transparent information is necessary for increasing trust. Furthermore, "inconsistent standards, monitoring, and assessment practices" (Nuttavuthisit and Thøgersen, 2017) have a negative impact on trust.

In contrast, especially well-known producers and traders are trusted (cf. Profeta and Cicek, 2021), which can be justified by the personal contact to them, but also by a certain possibility of control – as far as consumers are in spatial proximity to them and thus can visit their farms (cf. also Di Guida et al., 2021). In terms of awareness of and trust in the various labels, Profeta and Cicek (2021) showed that the label that is best known and most trusted by 58 % of German consumers is the German organic label. The EU organic logo, on the other hand, is trusted by just 43 % despite identical claims (ibid.).

However, since organic foods are products that are particularly characterized by credence qualities – i.e., those whose properties cannot be assessed by consumers either before or after purchase (e.g., contaminant content; Darby and Karni, 1973; von Meyer-Höfer and Spiller, 2016, among others) – they must be trusted. In this paper, trust is understood as the "subjective conviction [...] of being able to place oneself in the hands of a person or institution without being exposed to the risk of harm" (Schweer and Ruholl, 2020).

Another reason discussed for the low purchase rates is lack of knowledge which leads to a lack of trust. Already Simmel (1908) stated that "the fully knowing [...] does not [need] to trust, the fully not knowing [...] reasonably [cannot] even trust" (p. 346). Fathea and Ayoubi (2021), who conducted a study in Lebanon, also suggest that low organic consumption is associated with low consumer knowledge. The same, as well as a general lack of knowledge, was also identified by Mesías Díaz et al. (2012). Since, in addition to trust, the level of consumers’ knowledge also influences their willingness to buy organic food, further information is necessary (Rodríguez-Bermúdez et al., 2019).

The research project investigates how trust in organic food is formed from the trader’s and the consumer’s point of view, and how measures for building trust as well as their content should be designed. This paper focuses only on the consumer’s point of view. Accordingly, the reasons for buying organic food are also relevant. Among other things, Zander et al. (2018) name the following as motives for buying organic foods: health, taste, less residues (egoistic motives), environmental protection, animal welfare or naturalness (altruistic motives).

As one stage in this project, online focus groups with German consumers were conducted in February 2021 to investigate, among other things, the reasons for and against buying organic food, which aspects increase and decrease trust and what trust expectations consumers have of organic food.

Based on the foregoing, this article will explore the following research questions:

- RQ 1: For what reasons are organic foods purchased and for what reasons are they not?
- RQ 2: Which aspects increase trust, which decrease trust and which trust expectations do consumers have for organic food?
- RQ 3: Is information important for consumers and if so what kind of information do they want?

Findings are relevant for the organic sector in order to react adequately to consumers’ needs and expectations and to increase their trust. Therefore, it is shown how the results can be used by the organic sector and how information can be presented in order to increase consumer trust.
2 Methodology and sampling

Ten guided focus groups were conducted in February 2021. These took place in an online format due to the Covid 19 pandemic. Focus groups are conversations between several people on a given topic with the aim of gathering information. As in the present case, they can be used to explore opinions and attitudes and – as in the case of the research project – serve as a preparatory procedure for standardized survey instruments (Lamnek, 2010). This method was chosen in order to capture the participants’ ideas, attitudes and opinions and to explore the subject area before conducting a standardized survey (that is not a topic in this paper).

The focus groups were conducted with six participants each, five of them with participants from Duisburg (urban area) and five with participants from Göttingen (rural area)\(^1\). The participants were recruited in advance by a market research company, which ensured the fulfillment of certain quotas with regard to socio-demographic characteristics (age: 20–70 years, gender: 50% female/male each) as well as requirements resulting from the research subject (purchase intensity of organic food: approx. 33% intensive, occasional, non-buyers each, knowledge about organic food: approx. 33% of each good, medium, little knowledge). The participants had no agricultural background, they were not aware of the topic in advance and they were not vegetarians/vegans. Due to the heterogeneity of the groups in terms of age, gender, consumption intensity of and knowledge about organic food, a broad spectrum of opinions was to be represented (Christoph-Schulz et al., 2018). The focus groups, which lasted on average about 90 minutes, were recorded by audio and video. The transcripts, which were prepared by a transcription service, were subsequently evaluated by means of qualitative content analysis with the aid of MAXQDA software. The focus of the evaluation was on the content-thematic results, not on group dynamics (Lamnek, 2010). For this purpose, a deductive-inductive category system was created and the participants’ statements were classified into this. The deductively created categories were based on literature and on the topic areas of the discussion guide. The discussion guide was tested in advance by two pretests. It was designed on the basis of literature and also on the basis of the results of individual interviews conducted in advance with random consumers from the above-mentioned cities. Each discussion started with the question of what is important to the discussants when purchasing food. This was followed by the topics of perception, prior knowledge and purchase criteria for organic fruit/vegetables and organic meat/sausage. Subsequently, trust in organic food, specifically trust-increasing and trust-reducing aspects were discussed and statements derived from interviews conducted in advance of the focus groups (e.g., “If it says organic, I trust that it’s true, that it really was produced that way, and don’t question it for now”). During the course of each focus group, the moderators gave an input presentation of about three minutes. The input was given at about halftime during the discussion and it was intended to provide the participants with a basic knowledge of organically produced food. The aim was to capture any changes in perception and trust afterwards. The main categories relevant for this paper are the following: Reasons for purchase, barriers to purchase, trust-reducing and trust-increasing aspects and trust expectation.

It can be assumed that a theoretical saturation (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) has been reached, since the statements of the participants of the different groups are very similar, so that the execution of further focus groups would not have led to any further new results.

3 Results

3.1 Reasons and barriers for buying organic food

The focus groups began with the question of which factors are generally important to the discussants when buying food. In particular, price, quality, regionality, freshness and taste were mentioned. Only a very small part of the discussants (approx. 5 %) actively mentioned organic as an important factor when buying food, whereby it was said again that they only partially pay attention to this. The majority of the participants, however, do not buy organic food and if they do, then rather “by chance” or if it is cheaper compared to conventional food.

3.1.1 Reasons to purchase

The main reason given by buyers for purchasing organic products is the absence of antibiotics in animal husbandry and the absence of chemical-synthetic pesticides in plant cultivation. This is particularly due to health reasons, as consumers do not want to consume these substances or do not want their children to consume them because they fear negative effects on their bodies. The protection of the environment is mentioned only very rarely. The better taste of organic food compared to conventional food is mentioned as another reason for purchase, as is the

\(^1\) When describing the results of the focus groups, the corresponding references are abbreviated according to location. Here G stands for Göttingen and D for Duisburg. The following number refers to the number of the focus group and the following letter to the sex of the participants (m=male, f=female).
better animal husbandry. Some of the participants also stated that they buy organic food when it is on offer, so that price savings are the main reason.

3.1.2 Barriers to purchase

The most frequently cited barrier to purchase was the higher price of organic food. When shopping, consumers pay attention to the price and therefore tend to buy conventional products. Even if they would like to buy organic food, the price is the limiting factor. In addition, it is often not clear to the consumers “where the price difference comes from” (G4, m). One interviewee said that he would be willing to pay a higher price if he was “really sure that everything is done correctly” (D2, m).

Thus, the willingness to spend more money on organic food compared to conventional food is influenced on the one hand by the uncertainty about compliance with the guidelines, but on the other hand also by doubts about whether the food declared as organic has actually been produced organically (for more details, see section “Trust-reducing aspects”). Another purchase barrier is that regionality is often more important than organic: “It doesn’t have to be labelled as organic, but it has to be regional” (G3, f); “You don’t necessarily get the organic label on it, but [...] I can look at the production, I can partly [...] look at the pig, [...] so that’s organic with us” (G3, f). In case of regional food, therefore, not only the environmental aspects are important, which mean “short distances” for the participants. The possibility to control and to be able to see the production of the food itself is also associated with regional food. The quotation also shows another point that was frequently mentioned: A part of the discussants associates with “organic” that this food should not have travelled long distances. Especially food that is imported from far away countries does not fulfil their definition of “organic”, because “if it comes from overseas, it is not organic anymore” (G4, f). To a large extent, participants in the discussions prefer to buy (regional) food, of which the producer is known to them, “than if, i.e. apples come from Chile which have flown halfway around the world, but have an organic label” (G4, f). This is also shown by the fact that organic and regional are often confused: “For example, I buy my meat and sausage at the butcher. And there [...] [I] simply assume that it is organic, or from the region” (D1, m). The discussants have “a good feeling” about regional food (G10, m). This can also be explained by the perceived high standards in Germany, because it is more trustworthy “to buy things that are regional. I also think that in Germany we have rather stricter guidelines than in other countries and that one can probably have a little bit more trust” (G4, f). Furthermore, organic food is not described as better than conventional food which is another barrier to purchase. Some discussants mentioned that organic food does not taste different or better than conventional food (G4, m), has the same impact on the environment as conventional food or is not “better” regarding the use of pesticides (G3, m; G8, f; G8, m, G8, f). However, this also reflects the fact that many consumers are not aware of the differences between organic and conventional food: “[I can’t] actually imagine [...] what the big difference is. Except that perhaps less produce is sprayed. But [...] a banana and an organic banana taste the same. I just can’t imagine what the difference is” (D1, m).

3.2 Trust

3.2.1 Trust-reducing aspects

Even before the question “Do you have trust in organic food?” was explicitly asked, trust-reducing aspects were widely mentioned in each group. Participants who stated they had trust were almost non-existent. Overall, little trust can be determined among the participants.

Doubts about organic production

This aspect was most frequently mentioned as the reason for little or no trust. Consumers are uncertain whether the guidelines for the production of organic food are always adhered to. For some of them there is a lack of “proof that it is as it is supposed to be” (D1, m). One participant also said that it is “proven that just because it says organic on the label, it doesn’t mean it’s organic inside” (D9, m). Another factor that reduces trust is the feeling that there cannot be as much organic food as is sold on the market. This is also reflected in the fact that organic food stores/supermarkets and direct marketers or butchers are trusted more than supermarkets. In the shopping places mentioned first, consumers believe and trust that the food sold there is organic due to their specialization in organic food. The situation is similar with direct marketers and also butchers. In the case of supermarkets and discounters, the situation is different: It is said quite often that there cannot be as much organic as is sold in these shopping venues: “ [...] everything is always available, and even if it says ‘organic’ I do not think that it is always organic” (G3, f). Another discussant mentioned that the organic food “in supermarkets being mass-produced is so-called Organic Light” (D9, f). In addition, the “big chains” are more likely to rip off consumers because of their power and influence on society, as one participant states (cf. D9, m). In the case of direct marketers and butchers trust is also strengthened by personal contact. This is not the case in supermarkets and discounters. Doubts about organic production from the consumer’s point of view are also intensified by the fact that there are too many different labels.
Too many labels and lack of clarity about their meaning

On the one hand, the multitude of labels confuses consumers, and on the other hand, it is usually not clear which guidelines the labels cover and which labels are trustworthy. "So, there are many organic labels nowadays. Whereby, I have not dealt with each label and with the different guidelines. But [...] there are just so many, one does not know whether and what is really correct" (G4, m). In order to have trust in the various organic labels, consumers would have to deal with the respective guidelines and specifications. But the high number of labels alone reduces the trust in organic products in general. The discussants expressed the wish for a reduction of the number of labels and information about their meaning or about what the respective label stands for. Additionally, the package of a product should give product related information, e.g. about the origin or the animal husbandry. "Then I could have more trust. Then I would definitely buy more organic food" (D5, f).

Labels are supposed to create transparency, but they do not seem to contribute to it: "These days organic is written on everything, but it’s not really organic. Yes, you really have to look into the background. Has the animal really been raised organically? Did it get organic feed? Was it really put out to pasture or not? For me as an end user, this is sometimes not really comprehensible at all" (D9, m). Labels actually stand for compliance with the guidelines, but that these are actually adhered to when a food bears a label is doubted by the discussants and they continue to see their own need for control.

Another aspect is that organic trademarks are confused with organic labels: "Every supermarket somehow has its own organic label. There is also the question, how much one can trust the organic label of a discounter or a supermarket [...]" (G4, f). This shows that not only the number of "correct" organic labels is confusing, but also that different supermarkets and discounters have their own designations for the respective organic brands. These contribute to even greater confusion on the part of consumers, since they are mistaken for labels.

Especially the EU organic label is less trusted: "An organic label from the EU, for example, where I think it is rather the real deal – it then goes in the direction of green washing, where I myself cannot imagine that the guidelines are as strict as they could actually be. And I have just seen in a magazine, for example, a few labels that you can trust, such as Bioland, Naturland and Demeter" (G4, f; cf. section “Trust in farmers’ associations”).

Other aspects that reduce trust

Other aspects that reduce trust – but are mentioned less frequently than those described above – are as follows:

(Plastic) packaging: From an environmental point of view, consumers do not understand why organic food in particular is packaged in plastic. For them, the idea behind organic is often that it is good for the environment. Plastic, on the other hand, stands for the opposite. In this respect, organic food packaged in plastic combines two opposing aspects, which sometimes then leads to a purchase decision in favour of conventional food: "Sometimes there are organic products that are sealed in plastic which is totally unnecessary. Where I then also think to myself, that somehow this is a double standard when you actually buy organic but then there is a lot of plastic next to it. When you can, for example, buy another cucumber that is not organic, which has no plastic packaging" (G4, f). From the consumer’s point of view, the trust in organic food is also reduced by the type of packaging (cf. D2, f; G4, m) or even increased if there is no discrepancy between intention and implementation: "The [...] organic tomatoes in a cardboard box that you can buy open. [...] That [is] for me completely successful. It says organic on it, they are not packed in plastic. Next to it are organic tomatoes wrapped in plastic. And that then ruins the trust for me that I have in the product. And then, of course, I decide to buy the organic tomatoes, which are really suitably packaged" (G4, m).

Food scandals/recalls: Food scandals, recalls and negative media reports are mentioned as further reasons for a lack of trust. On the one hand, this directly concerns organic food, such as "organic eggs [that] were not organic eggs at all" (D1, m) mentioned by one participant, but also scandals that do not relate to the organic sector such as "glycol in wine [...] or rotten meat in goulash or horse lasagne" (G7, m). These (conventional) food scandals also have a negative effect on organic food (cf. G3, f).

Imported organic food: This point is closely linked to (higher) trust in regional food. Imported food tends to be less trusted and it is doubted that organic food produced or grown abroad also meets the specified guidelines. In addition, it is often contradictory for consumers that organic food is (allowed to be) transported long distances until it finally reaches the end consumer: "When I’m in the supermarket and I see the organic apples from Chile, I’d rather buy the non-organic apples from Germany. It’s absurd that these organic apples travel tens of thousands of kilometres, then I take the non-organic stuff" (D5, f). This is especially true for foods that are also grown in Germany such as apples. Their understanding of “organic” is a holistic one, which also includes the ecological footprint in the sense of "short distances".

Also wrong and partly romanticized ideas about organic production can be problematic with regard to trust. In relation to organic fruit/vegetable production, the perceptions are rather realistic, but the participants do not
have much knowledge about the production process. In particular, it was often mentioned that the discussants assume that no or at least less (chemical-synthetic) pesticides are used in the production process and that fertilizer is used to a lesser extent or that it is more "natural". In addition, the renunciation of genetic engineering and monocultures were mentioned sporadically. Sometimes unrealistic ideas are presented, which are expressed by the fact that the organic cultivation is described as "more natural". By this they mean partly that human intervention is renounced during the cultivation and e.g. during the cultivation only "products and accessories are used which also occur in nature" (D5, m). Sometimes it is also assumed that there is a "farm feeling" (D1, f) or it is hoped "that they [the organic food; author's note] are also cultivated by rather smaller companies, i.e. not only on huge plantations, but that [...] projects are also supported or small farmers who earn their money with it and their livelihood [...]" (D6, m). In the case of organic meat/riber production, particular aspects of animal husbandry and feed were mentioned. The most frequently mentioned aspects were that the animals are fed "different" feed to conventionally kept animals and that the feed must be GMO-free and/or organically produced. Furthermore, one of the most frequently mentioned idea/thought was that the animals must not be given antibiotics or other medications. With regard to animal husbandry, it was most often said that the animals live on a meadow or at least get to be outdoors and have more space in the barn. In part, organic husbandry is seen as the opposite of "factory farming". It is assumed that this does not happen in organic husbandry and that the animals sometimes "live quite happily" (D5, m). The thought that an organic farm is an "ideal world" (G7, m), a "farm atmosphere [...] how it used to be" (D1, f) seems to prevail.

However, a few participants also stated that what is described is more a matter of wishful thinking than of fact: "I have great doubts that what we imagine so idealistically or what I imagine idealistically, namely the chickens clucking around in the meadow, the pig wallowing outside in the mud, the cow that can grow up with its mother, that's exactly how it works, yes, or that it exists, and that meat then is produced differently. This is how I would imagine it always [...] and wish for" (D6, m).

3.2.2 Trust-increasing aspects

Trust in known producers/traders

Trust in known producers/traders is not (only) limited to organic food, but rather a global issue. Although they are also trusted more with regard to organic food, trust in them is generally high. On the one hand, this can be explained by the greater transparency (compared to supermarkets or discounters). Consumers can ask questions and sometimes even directly trace the production or origin of the food (if, for example, the producer is located near the consumer). All this is "worth more than having an organic label stuck on it" (G4, f). The purchase of (organic) food directly from the producer also conveys a good feeling (cf. e.g. D6, m), because there the consumers are convinced "that it is actually organic" (D6, f). Furthermore, shopping in the farm store or at the weekly market is characterized by personal contact which also increases trust.

Trust in farmers associations

The labels of farmers' associations (e.g. Demeter, Biolan) are perceived by consumers as more trustworthy than, for example, the German or the EU organic label. The latter has only "very low minimum requirements" (G4, f). The farmers' association "Demeter" is the one most frequently mentioned by the participants. It is considered very trustworthy and would be strictly controlled. Some Participants mentioned that it is "one of the strictest labels [...] which exists in Germany" (D5, f) and the "highest level of organic production" (D6, m).

Transparency

For consumers, this point includes the traceability of the origin of the food, how the food was produced, and how the animals were kept. They state that transparency can help to increase trust.

In addition, various other reasons for trust were mentioned, such as trust in German standards, since "in Germany one often has stricter guidelines than in other countries" (G4, f) or purchasing in organic food stores or organic supermarkets.

3.2.3 Trust expectations

The question "What is crucial for you to have trust?" was asked to get information on trust expectations. However, trust expectations are already reflected in the aspects mentioned in the chapter about reduced trust: From the consumer's point of view, a uniform label, the possibility of control, and transparency with regard to production/manufacturer are particularly relevant for trust. As described in the section "Trust-reducing aspects", from the consumer's point of view there are too many labels and their meanings are often unclear. Therefore, the desire for one label or at least fewer labels was often expressed, because "this uniformity [...] would simply create a greater trust" (D5, f). The "criteria that leads to the award of these labels must be so clear [...] and so little influenceable [...] and also transparent [...] [that] I can really trust them" (D6, m). And a desire for a state-
regulated, meaningful label is also raised/mentioned (cf. D1, m; D1, f). The desire for greater transparency includes, among other things, that the discussants would like to know what the organic labels mean, what requirements must be met to obtain a label, where the product comes from or how the animals were kept. The desire for greater transparency goes hand in hand with the desire for control options. The discussants stated that they would have trust if they had the possibility to check the previously mentioned aspects. The discussants themselves named different possibilities how they could envisage this possibility of control. They stated that these control possibilities could be created via “open days”, documentation websites or QR codes. In the later course of the focus groups, QR codes were mentioned to the participants by the moderators as a possibility to receive information. This prospect was then discussed. This possibility was also evaluated positively by the vast majority, since it is a fast, efficient way to receive information and, to a certain extent, obtain the desired possibility of control.

4 Discussion

In relation to the research questions posed at the beginning the following points emerged:

RQ 1 “For what reasons are organic foods purchased and for what reasons are they not?”: Primarily egoistic motives can be found such as taste or the avoidance of chemical-synthetic pesticides and antibiotics out of concern for negative health effects. Altruistic purchase motives such as better animal husbandry in organic meat production for example can be found less. The purchase motives correspond to those of Zander et al. (2018).

The main barriers for not buying organic are higher prices, uncertainty about compliance with the guidelines, but also doubts about whether the food declared as organic has actually been produced organically plus a certain lack of knowledge.

RQ 2 “Which aspects increase trust, which reduce trust, and which trust expectations do consumers have for organic food?”: Trust-reducing aspects go together with the purchase barriers, but are also supplemented by a lack of transparency, the excessive number of different labels, and too little information about them. Similar findings are made by Terlau and Hirsch (2015), who also identified a lack of trust, a lack of information and a lack of transparency, for example, as barriers to purchasing organic food. Especially the fact that consumers often mention their doubts about the actual organic production shows that they doubt the credence qualities (cf. Darby and Karni, 1973) of organic food. As already shown in other studies (e.g. Profeta and Cicek, 2021; Di Guida et al., 2021), in the context of this study it was also ascertained that especially well-known producers and traders are trusted. This can be explained by geographical proximity and the possibility of personal contact. This also leads to greater transparency which at the same time increases trust. Schweer and Ruholl (2020) also note the transparency desired by consumers with regard to production conditions and certification. The trust in the farmers’ associations is mostly justified by the fact that consumers are familiar with them – especially Demeter – and that they are also aware that they have strict guidelines. They enjoy a high level of faith as consumers trust that these guidelines will be adhered to and that compliance will be monitored. The federal organic labels (German organic label and EU organic logo) are not trusted in the same way – this differs from Profeta and Cicek (2021). The main problems with the EU organic label are that its visual design is not self-explanatory and that there was no information campaign when it was launched (Zander, 14.12.2021).

It is therefore hardly surprising that one of the expectations of trust is the desire for a uniform label which should be credible and trustworthy. The trust expectations concerning the desire for control possibilities and for transparent production are based on the trust-reducing aspect of doubts about organic production. The desire for control possibilities is above all understandable with non-existing or weak trust, since “weak trust [...] in the controlled framework [thrives] better. Deep trust needs control only selectively” (Schulte-Aустum, 2019). Moreover, the findings on consumers' motives for buying organic food should be used to highlight these as special features of organic food and also to show that organic food can at least partially satisfy consumers' general needs when buying food (price, quality, regionality, freshness and taste). Because the more they feel that organic food does this, the more they trust the producers (Ladwein and Sánchez Romero, 2021).

RQ 3 “Is information important for consumers and if so what kind of information do they want?”: A large part of the discussants stated that the most important information is the indication of the origin of the food. Now it is questionable for what reasons this is relevant for them. On the one hand, it could refer to German origin, i.e. that food must come from Germany to be trustworthy. This would be consistent with trust in regional food. On the other hand, the origin of food is usually indicated on the labels of most food products anyway. This raises the question of whether many consumers are not aware of this or whether they only express their desire for information on origin in order to provide a justification – if not an excuse – for not buying organic food. Furthermore, it would possibly make sense from the consumer's point of view to put the indication of origin on all food products – without exceptions (regulations in this regard can be found in the EU Regulation No 1169/2011).
Of course, this again must be considered carefully as consumers then probably justify a potential non-purchase with the fact that the food is possibly imported and that they want regional food instead.

One challenge in trusting organic food is that consumers have misconceptions about what "organic" means. They often think that these foods should come from their region or at least not be imported.

In case of imported organic food, the transport is often mentioned. For the discussants, this contradicts their definition of "organic". It can be assumed that consumers think that imported food would have more environmentally harmful effects than German food due to the transport. Here, too, it must be stated that they are subject to a misconception or are misinformed. For example, at certain times of the year, stored apples from Germany have just as "negative" or even a more negative effect on the environment than imported apples.

Again, a knowledge deficit can be identified here. In addition, they sometimes have "storybook ideas" and if they discover that these are wrong, their trust will be negatively affected. In relation to this, it should be noted that, in general, misconceptions about organic production often prevail. It became very apparent that misconceptions particularly regarding organic animal husbandry can often be found. Consumers regularly assume that organic animals may not receive any antibiotics or may not be kept in factory farms (cf. also Christoph-Schulz et al., 2015). There seems to be an urgent need for educational work. However, this must be considered carefully as this could, of course, have the consequence that hitherto trusting and organic-buying consumers no longer buy organic food due to this possible new knowledge/information.

Nevertheless, it is necessary to inform consumers. On the one hand, they should be provided with information about the special features of organic production and that organic food, which is labelled as such, has actually been produced organically – regardless of the origin. On the other hand, they must also be provided with information about the labels and their guidelines should be clearly communicated. Consideration should be given to the EU organic logo to meet the desire for a uniform label which already exists in the form of this one. Also Fathaa and Ayoubi (2021) stated that consumers should be informed about organic certification and distinction from traditional foods (transferred to western markets: from conventional food).

It has to be critically mentioned, however, that while information can reach many consumers, not all of them can be reached. Even by creating transparency and providing the necessary information, not all consumers will be willing to buy organic food, engage with the information or have trust in organic food.

Even more important than the sheer presentation of information, however, is to create the possibility for consumers to inform themselves. QR codes in particular are an efficient way to do this.

Referring to the underlying definition of trust, as the "subjective conviction [...] of being able to place oneself in the hands of a person or institution without being exposed to the risk of harm" (Schweer and Ruholl, 2020), it can be stated that the "risk of harm" from the consumer’s point of view is to pay a – compared to conventional food – often higher price when buying organic food, without getting food that fulfils all the expected aspects. This is reflected in the fact that the credence qualities are often doubted and consumers fear that the food has not actually been produced organically.

Assuming that fully informed persons do not need to trust (Simmel, 1908), it is therefore not a matter of trust if they have full information. However, it is the case that a certain information or knowledge base must be present in order to generate trust at all. The results show that it seems to be the same with organic food, only that here the – in the sense of Simmel – "middle state between knowing and not knowing" (ibid.) still has to be reached by most consumers. Other studies, such as Rodríguez-Bermúdez et al. (2019), also come to such a conclusion with regard to consumer knowledge. Among many consumers there is so little knowledge about organic food that it becomes impossible for them to have trust in it. In this respect, the approach of imparting knowledge and providing information seems to make sense in order to help build trust and thus increase the likelihood of making a positive purchase decision for organic food.

If consumers do not know what organic means, what the characteristics of organic are, then there is no reason for them to buy organic food. One participant summarized this meaningfully, "if I go to the supermarket and there are two lemons and they look pretty much the same, then I just buy the cheaper one" (D9, f). Without knowing about organic food, the cheaper food – usually the conventional one – is bought.
5 Recommendations for action

The following recommendations for action can be derived from the preceding descriptions:

**Educate consumers and create transparency:**

This includes that consumers must be informed/must have the possibility to inform themselves in a simple and easily accessible way about what the special features of organic food are and how they differ from conventional food. If this has not taken place, trust cannot be built. The latter is only the next step.

Likewise, sometimes unrealistic ideas about organic production should be explained and shown how it really works. Consumers need a realistic picture of organic production and their "romanticized" ideas should be discarded. It must be explained that organic food from "mass production" is also "real" organic food, that organic food can also be imported and does not have to come from the region. Furthermore, it should be clarified that organic food sold in supermarkets or discounters is also "real" organic food, that organic animals do not live a "picture book farm life" and that mistakes can happen and scandals can occur within the organic sector – just as in the conventional sector. It should be remembered that honesty creates trust. It causes problems if there is a discrepancy between the ideas and reality.

**Create control possibilities for consumers:**

With regard to the frequently encountered scepticism as to whether "organic is really organic", whether the food has actually been produced in compliance with the organic guidelines, this point is important. Consumers want to be able to check this for themselves and not just rely on labels which they tend to trust less. It is also important that consumers are provided with traceability systems, for example, to find out about the origin of food or the time of previous controls. QR codes can be a good way of doing this.

**Information about production of organic food, its controls and labels:**

Consumers should be provided with information about the production of organic food, the process of organic food controls and the meaning of the labels.

In particular, the lack of trust in labels (especially in the EU organic logo) can be decreased with the necessary efforts, because it is precisely here that this is often justified by the lack of information or the lack of knowledge about the underlying requirements and guidelines. Consideration should be given to pushing this with a nationwide campaign, because despite the long existence of the EU organic logo since 2010, consumers still do not necessarily trust it. This includes communicating that there are also guidelines behind this label, what they are and how compliance is monitored.

Many consumers are discouraged from buying organic food because of the higher price. In combination with the fact that many people do not know why these foods are more expensive, this is hardly surprising. Therefore, consumers should be informed about the reasons for the higher price and why it is justified.

Nevertheless, for some consumers, information will be of no use. No matter how much they receive or how well it is done. This can be explained by the fact that there are also consumers who simply have no preference for organic products or for whom other criteria are more important.

6 Conclusion

The objective of this paper was to analyse the reasons for and against buying organic food, the trust-increasing and -reducing aspects, the trust expectations and furthermore if information is relevant for consumers. It was shown that the trust-reducing aspects are the same as the purchase inhibitors. In order to encourage consumers to buy organic food, the organic industry needs to focus on the trust-reducing aspects and provide transparency and information in these areas. In particular, the focus should be on the organic labels and efforts should be made to fulfil the desire for a uniform label by communicating that this already exists in the form of the EU organic label. Furthermore, it should also be explained what requirements are behind the label. Additionally, it must be explained how organic food differs from conventional food in terms of production and how this leads to price differences.

Another focus of the organic sector should be to create control options. These can be presented, either directly in the places of purchase or online. In this context, QR codes are a useful opportunity, as they are practical and easy to use and offer the possibility of displaying diverse and target group-specific information on the websites. Only the possibility to inform oneself, to secure oneself, can lead to trust in organic food.

Even though it has been shown that information is important for consumer trust, too much information may also carry a danger.
It has already been mentioned that consumers’ trust will often decrease if they discover that their ideas about organic production are incorrect. In this respect, the transfer of knowledge and information can also be accompanied by disappointment on the part of consumers. Nevertheless, it is important to provide transparent information about the reality in order to eliminate misconceptions.

The following table summarizes the most important results of this paper.

### Table 1
Summary of results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reasons for buying organic food</td>
<td>The main reasons for buying organic food are the absence of antibiotics in animal husbandry, the absence of chemical-synthetic pesticides in plant cultivation, the protection of the environment, better taste of organic food, better animal husbandry and when it is on offer (price savings).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers for buying organic food</td>
<td>The main barriers for buying organic food are the higher price, the uncertainty about compliance with the guidelines, doubts about whether the food declared as organic has actually been produced organically and that regionality is more important than organic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust-increasing aspects</td>
<td>Consumers especially have trust in known producers/traders. The trust in known producers/traders is generally high, not (only) limited to organic food because for consumers there is a greater transparency, personal contact and consumers can ask questions. They also have higher trust in farmers’ associations (e.g. Demeter, Bioland) because they have higher requirements than the German or the EU organic label. Transparency also increases trust. This includes the traceability of the origin of the food, how the food was produced, and how the animals were kept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust-reducing aspects</td>
<td>The trust-reducing aspects are especially doubts about organic production (that means uncertainty whether the guidelines for the production of organic food are always adhered to), too many labels and lack of clarity about their meaning, (plastic) packaging (environmental reasons), food scandals/recalls and if organic food is imported (consumers have doubts that organic food produced abroad also meets the specified guidelines).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust expectations</td>
<td>In order to have trust in organic food consumers wish for a uniform organic label or at least fewer labels, they wish for the possibility of control (could be created via &quot;open days&quot;, documentation websites or QR codes) and transparency with regard to production/manufacture. The trust expectations are already reflected in the trust-reducing aspects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendations for action</td>
<td>Consumers should be educated and transparency has to be created: Consumers must be informed and must have the possibility to inform themselves especially about the special features of organic food and how it differs from conventional food. Moreover, control possibilities for consumers should be created: Consumers want to be able to check for themselves whether the food has actually been produced in compliance with the organic guidelines or where it is from. E.g. QR codes are suitable for this. Also information about the production of organic food, its controls and labels is necessary: Consumers should be provided with information about the production of organic food, the process of organic food controls and the meaning of the labels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One limitation of this study is that it cannot be applied generally due to the small group of participants in the focus groups and the results, therefore, cannot be transferred to the total German population. Furthermore, it is possible that some of the discussants might have made untruthful statements in order not to show that they hold opposing views (social desirability) in front of the group. This could mean, for example, that some only said that (certain) information is interesting for them or that they are interested in using QR codes but they would not actually use them. In addition, it is questionable whether the information options rated as positive in the focus groups would actually be used, since shopping is usually habitualized. On the other hand, consumers often want to complete a purchase quickly instead of spending a lot of time in a shop to inform themselves and/or to deal with different food in more detail.

In the next months, these findings will serve as the basis for a standardized Germany-wide online survey planned for 2022 which is intended to verify the results, generate others and enable further and more concrete recommendations for action to be drawn up for policymakers, retailers and the organic sector as a whole.
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